Undergraduate Research Working Group (URWG)
Wednesday, August 28, 2019
4:00 – 5:00 pm
Colusa 100B

Agenda

• Brief Update of Progress/Background for new attendees (Kate)
  Fall 2018 Initial Meeting
  May 14, 2019 First Meeting of the URWG
  TURCC Conference – October 18-20, 2019

• URWG – temporary website (Brandi)
  https://www.csuchico.edu/cmse/urwg.shtml

• Breakout Groups – rotating (15 minute cycles)
  1. Models and examples of other CSU campus support offices/sites of support (Brandi)
     a. Brainstorming needs, models that inspire students and faculty interest, hopes for our own campus vision, etc.
  2. Discussion of curricular vs. non-curricular research (Kate)
     a. Benefits and challenges
  3. Calendar of Research Events/Current programs and research efforts (Sharon)
     a. Building a common calendar/database of campus research events
     b. Identifying current programs and funding
     c. Building out a campus-wide database/consolidate knowledge